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Abstract

In this paper, we conduct research on local government public service supply mechanism based on the collaborative governance view. Building a service-oriented government, improving the capacity of government services, we need to adhere to the people-oriented, set up and carry out the scientific concept of development, from the government's management idea, management function, management methods and so on. Government service spirit culture thoughts of different period in history, we fully understand the context of the government service spirit fosters development and direction, to better interpretation under the ruling principle of "people-oriented" government service spirit culture characteristics, and the path of spiritual cultivation to seek government service. This paper starts from the analysis of the local government public service supply mechanism to provide the novel perspective on the governance mode that is innovative.
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Introduction

Service-oriented government is the citizen standard, social standard idea, under the guidance in the framework of the whole citizen democratic order, through legal procedures, according to the civil will form and the civil service for the purpose and bear the responsibility of the government. The Chinese government is the strongest ability to economic management ability, the ability to boost its own economic and social development, maintaining tax revenue and the ability to keep the public fiscal balance, effective ability to participate in international competition. Political and social management capacity, the ability to maintain social basic order, a social understanding and the ability to achieve social integration, implementation, and ability to maintain social justice, promote the ability of social balanced development. Administrative organization management ability, the effective response and the ability to strain (community induction, analysis, judgement, decision making, forecasting rapid policy results), ability to adapt to the environment of innovation and development with reform and the ability to the self-renewal condition and related conditions [1-3].

Government service spirit culture thoughts of different period in history, we fully understand the context of the government service spirit fosters development and direction, to better interpretation under the ruling principle of "people-oriented" government service spirit culture characteristics, and the path of spiritual cultivation to seek government service, we should consider the following three period. (1) Mao Zedong's thinking on government services spirit fosters: Mao Zedong emphasized the people is the strength of the body of the revolution, revolution of government is the government of the people, the Chinese people's government of the construction must adhere to the common interests of the people as the starting point that must serve the interests of the people. The government to serve the interests of the people wants to reflect on the actual action, to specific policies. (2) Deng Xiaoping's thought about government service spirit cultivation: how to combine the new actual insisting on the tenet of serving people heart and soul, is an important problem of Deng Xiaoping have been thinking
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about this. After the reform and opening up, China's reforms on track at the same time, this period of
the government service spirit culture has entered a new stage of development. (3) Jiang government
service spirit cultivation thoughts: Jiang Zemin put forward the "three represents" the important
thoughts, the government in the management activities, in accordance with the requirements of "three
representatives", comprehensively strengthen own construction and cultivate the spirit of government
services and set up the good government image. (4) Hu's government service spirit culture thought:
"people-oriented" is the fourth generation of the party governing idea put forward by the central
leadership, "people-oriented" as the concept of the governance, inevitably requires the government to
transform the role, highlight the service function and build a service-oriented government.

Table 1. The Keywords of the Government Public Service Mode.

In this paper, we conduct research on local government public service supply mechanism based on
the collaborative governance view. Governing idea of evolution is the development of government
service spirit culture, the change of governing idea puts forward new requirements on government
service spirit culture to explore governing idea transformation under the perspective of government
service spirit culture for the construction of a service-oriented government while improving party's
ruling ability has important theoretical significance and practical significance. Later sections will then
provide the novel perspective on the mentioned challenges and propose the countermeasures.

Our Proposed Methodology

The Local Government Property. "Government" and "public interest" in the classical political theory
is the concept of parallel, but now people seem to have been used to "put itself together and all the
forces in the public welfare the highest under the guidance of", in order to derive the government to
strengthen the social public interests as its ultimate value pursuit. The core research contents of the
local government competition should be its effect. At present, the academia mainly from competition
between local governments and public goods supply, the local government competition and economic
development, local government competition and the local protection, competition between local
governments and government scale and competition between local governments and public sector
efficiency, etc. are analyzed. The figure 2 show the general architecture [4-5].
In an open environment, at the same level of local government competition pressure and internal incentive factors such as accelerating the innovation of local government. And middle of government innovation to break through the old system failure risk, political risk and innovation to some extent can be cut through the upper government support and metastasis. Aiming at solving this issue, we then summarize the related points in the table one.

Table 1. The Local Government Property Summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenomenon</th>
<th>Reasons and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competition between local governments and the</td>
<td>Competition can be further motivated local governments to provide public goods more effectively. They stressed on the assumption that the government &quot;economic man&quot; characteristics, the pursuit of self-interest behavior of high rate of return will prompt as agent of the government's use of effective way of public goods supply, and under the condition of competition and the incentive will be strengthened.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public goods supply.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local government competition and economic</td>
<td>Improper competition between local governments, will inevitably lead to the regional development gap is widening. Due to the differences in different starting point and the subjective and objective environment in different regions, make the competition in a dominant position in the local governments have a stronger ability to absorb high-quality mobile factor of production, and lagging regions is of high quality can be output flow of factors of production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>development.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local government competition and local protection.</td>
<td>Decentralisation of the economic consequences of a regional competition and local protectionism analysis found that the regional competition and local protectionism depends largely on the economic efficiency of the production technology is increasing or decreasing return of scale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition between local governments and</td>
<td>Politicians under the impetus of the different interest groups tend to use fiscal deficit to support various types of engineering projects, and in a game of political equilibrium, through its tendency to sovereign excuses, the government can take out of the influence of interest groups, to avoid causing the huge deficits in all kinds of public works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>government scale.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Government Public Service. In the government before the word "service" is to emphasize the characteristics of the "service" government, the government management is service, service is the foundation of the government function to realize. No matter what kind of government activities are
carried out "including produced by the nature of all social public affairs" of social functions, and the political ruling everywhere is based on perform some sort of social functions, political rule only when performing its social functions to maintain government public power obtained from the assignment of the entrusted with citizens, the government's legitimacy based on the contract between the citizen and government, the essence of the government management activities is to use citizens public power entrusted by the service for the public interests of all citizens, to try to maintain stable social order.

Perfect the system of the government service environment we must revolve around the needs of the market main body, on the premise of functional transition, powered by innovation, to improve the mechanism to ensure, in order to improve the efficiency as the basis, give full play to the government leading role, give full play to the synergy of social organization, to mobilize the participation by all circles of the society, mobilize all positive factors, formed in the whole society is beneficial to the development of market main body to survive in the good condition. For achieving this goal, we should consider the following aspects for systematic enhancement [6-7].

- Guide the broad masses participation, create good atmosphere of whole society optimize the development environment. To strengthen the guide of the social coordination. Perfecting the social service system, policies and measures of the development of study on cultivating the intermediary organizations, through market forces further service for the enterprise. Improve the professional groups, industry associations, the operation system, mechanism to improve the practicability, pertinence of enterprise services.
- Perfect the supervision mechanism, forming good social credit atmosphere. To speed up the perfect enterprise credit system, exploring to establish the unified enterprise information retrieval platform, promote the connectivity. Vigorously cultivate credit intermediary market, and encourage intermediaries to carry out the enterprise credit evaluation, rating, etc.
- To promote administration according to law and build a government under the rule of law. Establish administrative law enforcement responsibility system that announced to the public administrative law enforcement main body of the administrative law enforcement according to directory, accept social supervision. To determine specific law enforcement departments in a certain period of tasks and goals, and supervision and examination of task completion.

The Collaborative Governance. The traditional public administration is the government as the center of "rule", "management", the society and the market to little effect. Government has absolute power to society, to establish the vertical control of the social system. The characteristics of the multi-main-body governance together can be listed as follows. (1) Network management system. Collaborative governance is not a co-ordinated space and different subjects have different operation mechanism as its goal is to seek unity and diversity of complementary. Collaborative management to solve the question is: how creative play with governance subjects to the overall coordination at the same time. (2) The diversity of managerial authority. Collaborative management needs the enables organizations to achieve unified authority, but this is not always the government authority, the role of other subjects can sometimes be very outstanding. (3) Dynamic management system. Because the environment of today's society management faces is very complex, the subject must seek multiple interaction and mutual cooperation mode of power operation, according to the principle of dynamic system and contingency, promote to achieve the common goal of social management, to encourage the emergence of new order parameter, make the society as a whole in the process of generation and transformation of reaching a new equilibrium [8].

Rawls thinks that public reason "is the reason of citizens is the reason of those who share equal citizenship, their rational goal is the public good, while this is a political concept of justice to the requirement of the social basic system structure is also the goal of these system services and aim". Public rationality is a kind of based on the mature civil society of the self-discipline ability and the mechanism of interest integration, it is both a citizen in dealing with the social and political life, determine their basic forms of social cooperation, mutual communication, rational application of the
equal conversation and in the process to reach a consensus on the most basic and common value system, is also a democracy basic system design and the application of rational public power. As a cognitive state of crisis for the systematic theory and management practice laid a foundation. In the theoretical level, people will crisis events reflected in partial, fragmentary crisis factors of integration, and pay attention to the mechanism of the research elements to each other. With the impact of the crisis, or results comparison, the researchers pay more attention to the crisis of the root and the evolution process, tries to explore the fundamental solution of the crisis. In the field of practice, to a state of stress relief and overcome need each department within the government and society more collaboration between different public management main bodies. Consultation into the opinions of the participants, critically examine is collective binding of public policy, on the basis of consensus "multiple" give legitimacy to legislation and decision-making, so as to make more in line with the public interest, public policy at heart can obtain more political support and trust to encourage healthy development of democratic politics in the direction of the benign.

**The Government Supplies Analysis.** Public goods in a country's national economy and social development have an important role. And the supply of public goods and the government behavior, especially with the local government behavior patterns are closely related under the stimulus of fiscal decentralization system in our country, the local government behavior to effectively promote the local economic growth. If the two kinds of quasi-public goods supply mode is regarded as independent existence that can be a further analysis on them. (1) Looking from the government supply mode, according to public choice theory, the government's decision is not based on the wishes of all voters, is also not in accordance with the most or least public goods purchaser wishes, but according to the will of the median voter. In the public goods supply, due to its capital source rely mainly on tax of the people. From the market supply mode, the private enterprises seeking to maximize shareholder interests or enterprise profit maximization while thus emphasizing its economic efficiency. (2) In this case, the nongovernmental strength comes from not only conforms to the social justice, and the resulting security tend to be more practical, or more efficient and the satisfaction of this need to hire a security guard or neighborhood interconnection between mutual defenses.

**Conclusion**

In this paper, we conduct research on local government public service supply mechanism based on the collaborative governance view. Building a service-oriented government, improving the capacity of government services, to adhere to the people-oriented, set up and carry out the scientific concept of development, from the government's management idea, management function, management methods and so on, to strengthen the construction of system and mechanism, accelerate the transformation of government function. Central collective leadership of the communist party of China put forward respectively with the characteristics of the era of governing idea, governing idea of evolution has a profound impact on the government service spirit culture, from the perspective of governing idea transformation, the government service spirit cultivation to improve the party's ruling ability and deepening the reform of administrative system has very important significance. Under this basis, this paper integrates the literature survey to propose the new idea on the related topics that will then help to build up the more efficient government.
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